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mocratization in Iraq. Granted, Iraq is not yet socioeconomically

in the “gray zone” (its GNP per capita is about $2,500), but with

an end to the United Nations-sanctioned embargo and the re-

sumption of oil production, that figure can be expected to rise

dramatically. Iraq also boasts relatively high literacy levels and a

sizable middle class—all conditions that favor democracy. Sec-

ond, in terms of elite commitment, there is evidence that at least

Kurdish and Shi‘a elites see some sort of democratic federation as

the best means to manage their di≠erences.

The last two conditions, however, pose harsh challenges for de-

mocratic progress in Iraq. The country lacks a sense of national

unity—some have likened it to the Yugoslavia of the Middle

East—and ethnic cleavage has only been exacerbated by the poli-

cies of Saddam Hussein’s regime. Furthermore, the country is

grossly disadvantaged by more than two decades of personalistic

rule that by definition negated the principle of predictable, rule-

driven government as the modus vivendi of power. This is one of

the crucial conditions that distinguish the situation in Iraq from

that of Japan in the immediate aftermath of World War II. Even 

in defeat, the Japanese state had an e≠ective, rule-governed 

bureaucracy and police force that could be marshaled to the cause

of building a functioning, e≠ective democracy in that country.

Iraq is not comparably equipped.

Nor should our successful imposition of democracy in Ger-

many after World War II prompt early optimism. Rule-governed

state institutions had persisted intact there, alongside the Nazi

apparatus, and could be used for democratic government after

limited denazification. In Iraq, by contrast, Ba‘athist penetration

of state institutions went far deeper, and so their reorientation to

a democratic mission will require more thorough lustration.

Many people point to culture, and specifically Islam, as an ob-

stacle to the flourishing of democracy in Iraq. I am not persuaded.

Many cultural traditions, from Catholicism to Confucianism, have

been accused of being inhospitable to democracy at di≠erent

times: think of the claim by President Lee Kuan Yew of Singapore

that Asian values were incompatible with democracy. But these

traditions have not prevented countries in Latin America or Asia

from becoming democratic. In fact, as Columbia political scientist

Alfred Stepan points out, all great religious traditions are “multi-

vocal” and can be reinterpreted to accommodate democratic insti-

tutions. Today Turkey, Pakistan, and Indonesia—majority Muslim

countries—are electoral democracies and millions of Muslims,

both pious and not, live in democracies in India, Europe, and the

United States, without any injury to their religious identity.

As for the role of outsiders in all this, Thomas Carothers of the

Carnegie Foundation is right in arguing that they can at best play

only a marginal role in fostering democracy in any given country.

The primary thing outside forces can do is remove the supports,

financial and political, that prop up authoritarian regimes, or per-

haps remove the coercive apparatus that smashes democratic ini-

tiatives. That will help foster the breakdown of authoritarian-

ism—but whether democracy will take root is another story.

Ultimately, democracy must be homegrown. And in the Iraqi

case, as noted, one of the major obstacles to homegrown democ-

racy is the lack of e≠ective and impartial bureaucracies and police

forces that can deliver fair and predictable order.

I don’t think the United States can help build such institutions

alone. Our credibility is shot in the Arab world; we are perceived

primarily as imperialists, out to build a postwar Iraq that serves

our own national interests. To my mind, only if there is a UN-

sponsored consortium of countries overseeing this process is

there any hope of building such state institutions in Iraq. And

frankly, this oversight must not be short-lived, if we are to draw

any lessons from the U.S. experience in postwar Japan and Ger-

many, where military rule lasted for years.

Finally, even if e≠ective state institutions are created, the major

challenge of ethnic cleavage in Iraq remains. Building associations

in civil society that reach across ethnic lines and unite people

around common economic and cultural interests might help—

but this is not something that can happen overnight. Overall, this

does not make me optimistic about the prospects for democracy

in Iraq in the near term. 
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Under saddam hussein’s rule, Iraq amassed about $100 bil-

lion in debt. This estimate is rough, and it will be months before

the details about Iraq’s finances become clear. What is known is

that repayment would be very burdensome. In addition to the

debt, Iraq faces $200 billion in Gulf War compensation claims,

while its gross domestic product is estimated at only $30 billion. 

The Paris Club of creditor nations has procedures in place to

reschedule or write o≠ some of the debt of developing countries

on the rationale that repaying the debt would further impoverish

such economies. The key members of the Club have expressed the

view that Iraq will qualify for such relief. But Iraq will still be left

with a large burden, because much of its debt is owed to Russia

and Gulf states that do not belong to the Paris Club, or to non-

government creditors such as the Korean conglomerate Hyundai. 

The new Iraqi government will likely refuse to repay some of

the remaining debt, or at least lobby for more debt relief based

on a second rationale: the fairly strong case that Saddam Hussein

borrowed without the consent of the Iraqi people—almost en-

tirely in the 1980s, after seizing power—and then spent much of

the money to finance violence and repression. Hence, the new

government might argue, Saddam Hussein was not legitimately

borrowing on behalf of the Iraqi people. An individual is not re-

sponsible for repaying debt that someone fraudulently incurs in

her name. Why should a citizenry be?
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The United States might welcome an Iraqi decision to repudi-

ate its debt, just as it encouraged Cuba, after the Spanish-Ameri-

can War, to repudiate the debt that Spanish rulers had run up in

Cuba’s name. Indeed, U.S.

Secretary of the Treasury

John Snow and deputy sec-

retary of defense Paul Wol-

fowitz have suggested as

much. Regardless of Wash-

ington’s stance on the moral

or legal right to repudiate il-

legitimate debt—or “odious

debt,” as early twentieth-

century legal scholars who

advocated its nullification

termed it—this country

knows that an Iraq bur-

dened with debt would be

more dependent on Ameri-

can aid. Moreover, there is

no love lost between the

United States and two of

Iraq’s leading creditors,

Russia and France. 

An Iraqi move to re-

nounce its debt will have

important consequences for

international lending gener-

ally. Creditors will think

twice before lending to re-

pressive or looting govern-

ments if they do not expect

to be repaid. In turn, such

regimes might behave better

to avoid losing their bor-

rowing privileges. But Iraq’s repudiation of its debt would also

have an unwelcome side e≠ect. Creditors may be more reluctant

to lend to a legitimate government out of fear that opinion may

later turn against it. Creditors who fear loan nullification will

lend at very high interest rates or not at all, so legitimate govern-

ments may not be able to borrow to finance worthwhile infra-

structure or education projects. 

Clearly, the world needs a system to determine which loans

should be considered legitimate. The way to prevent lending to il-

legitimate regimes without jeopardizing legitimate borrowing is

to make clear in advance which loans will be considered odious,

rather than nullifying them after the fact. Retroactively, there is a

temptation to apply the “odious” label liberally and nullify legiti-

mate loans as a way of transferring money from rich creditors to

poor debtor countries.

A declaration that a particular government is odious and that fu-

ture lending to the regime will be considered illegitimate would

constitute a new and better form of sanction: a “loan embargo” that

cuts o≠ the flow of funds to targeted countries. Profiteers have

strong incentives to evade trade embargoes, but creditors wouldn’t

want to flout a loan embargo because they would not be repaid.

They will stop issuing loans to odious regimes—not because such

loans are illegal or immoral, but because they are unprofitable. 

For example, suppose the UN Security Council declared that

any future borrowing by another current dictatorship—be it

Syria, Zimbabwe, or Myanmar—would be the regime’s responsi-

bility, not that of the citizens or any future government of the

country. When the regime

goes to the debt market to

borrow, this sanction would

discourage creditors from

lending. Even if the United

States imposed the sanction

on its own, creditors in

other countries would

abide by it. The United

States needs only to vow

political and financial back-

ing for a successor govern-

ment that repudiates new

loans issued to the coun-

try’s current, illegitimate

regime.

If the international com-

munity adds a loan embargo

to its tool kit of economic

sanctions, creditors would

know the rules of the game

in advance and wouldn’t

risk nullification of their

outstanding loans. Accord-

ingly, legitimate govern-

ments could borrow at lower

interest rates. Most impor-

tantly, governments recognized by the international community as

illegitimate would be unable to borrow in world markets, use the

funds to finance repression, or loot the money, and then saddle

their ill-treated people with debt. Thus a decision by the postwar

Iraqi government to renounce Saddam Hussein’s debt might spur

the creation of a system that prevents lending to repressive rulers

in the first place. 
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